Complex interactions among the meanings of words are important factors in the function that maps word meanings to phrase meanings. Recently, compositional distributional semantics models (CDSM) have been designed with the goal of emulating these complex interactions; however, experimental results on the effectiveness of CDSM have been difficult to interpret because the current metrics for assessing them do not control for the confound of lexical information. We present a new method for assessing the degree to which CDSM capture semantic interactions that dissociates the influences of lexical and compositional information. We then provide a dataset for performing this type of assessment and use it to evaluate six compositional models using both co-occurrence based and neural language model input vectors. Results show that neural language input vectors are consistently superior to co-occurrence based vectors, that several CDSM capture substantial compositional information, and that, surprisingly, vector addition matches and is in many cases superior to purpose-built paramaterized models.
Introduction
Consider the meanings of the following phrases: "red apple," "red hair," and "red state." The meaning of the word "red" in each of these examples interacts with the meaning of the noun it modifies, applying * Please address correspondence to the first author at swritter@princeton.edu a different color to the first two and a political affiliation to the third. This is an example of a common phenomenon in natural language in which the meaning of a whole expression is not derived from a simple concatenation of its parts, but is composed by interactions among their meanings.
Cognitive and computer scientists have pointed out this complexity and proposed various models for accommodating it (Kintsch, 2001; Mitchell and Lapata, 2010; Socher et al., 2013) . A dominant modeling approach seeks to learn functions that combine word representations derived from the distributional structure of large natural language corpora (Deerwester et al., 1990; Landauer and Dumais, 1997) . Because the word representations to be combined and the compositional functions are generated based on the distributions of words in corpora, these models have been dubbed compositional distributional semantic models, or CDSM (Marelli et al., 2014) . CDSM produce fixed-dimensional vector representations of arbitrary sentences and phrases, and the foundational principle of these models is, stated simply, that semantically similar phrases should have vector representations that are close together in the vector space.
CDSM Assessment
Past studies have tested how well CDSM adhere to this principle by comparing the vector similarity of pairs of sentences with similarity ratings given by humans. Many of these studies used datasets in which the amount of lexical overlap between the sentence pairs is not carefully controlled, e.g., the datasets of Dolan and Brockett (2005) and Agirre et al. (2014) . One such study obtained the influential result that on such a dataset, simple composition models such as vector addition perform comparably to a state-of-the-art composition model (Blacoe and Lapata, 2012) . The success of these simplistic models led to the conjecture that these data sets fail to assess critical aspects of language (Baroni et al., 2014a) and leaves open the question of whether CDSM would outperform simplistic models in a setting in which lexical cues are uninformative.
In the present study, we develop a method for removing the confound of lexical cues from CDSM assessment. The method is to create a set of sentences where each sentence fits into a semantic category and where a sentence's semantic category cannot be determined based on any individual word in the sentence. CDSM are then challenged to create a vector space in which the representations for sentences in a given category cluster together, even though the individual word vectors do not cluster together. This clustering can be tested by training a simple linear classifier on the CDSM representations, then testing it on representations for held out sentences.
Here, we build a suitable test set by leveraging the lexical ambiguity inherent in locative expressions. Locative expressions are phrases that describe a spatial relationship between two objects using two nouns joined by a preposition; for example, "The magnet is on the refrigerator", which describes the relationship of adhesion to a vertical surface. Crucially, the spatial relationship between the two nouns in a locative expression is undetermined by the spatial preposition, and can only be determined based on semantic interactions among the prepositions and the two nouns (Herskovits, 1985) .
For example, while "The magnet is on the refrigerator" describes the spatial relationship of adhesion to a vertical surface, "The apple is on the refrigerator" describes support by a horizontal surface. In order to classify a new sentence, e.g., "The magnet is on the papers", into the correct category of support by a horizontal surface, the CDSM vectors for the three sentences must encode the fact that "The magnet is on the papers" shares a common spatial relationship with "The apple is on the refrigerator" and not with "The magnet is on the refrigerator", even though the latter pair of sentences share more words than the former.
Given this dissociation between lexical overlap and spatial relationship, we were able to construct a dataset wherein lexical information is uninformative, and models must rely on compositionality to score well in classification.
Relation to Past Work
This approach to CDSM assessment is similar to a previous method wherein polysemous verbs are paired with disambiguating nouns in transitive or intransitive verb phrases. These phrases are then matched with "landmark" verbs that are either similar or not similar in meaning to the full phrase. CDSM are then challenged to create representations of the phrases from which classifiers can determine whether or not a phrase is similar to its landmark verb (Kintsch, 2001; Mitchell and Lapata, 2008; Mitchell and Lapata, 2010; Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh, 2011) . Another notable CDSM assessment task involves matching a phrase with a word with a similar meaning, for example, matching a short dictionary definition with the word it defines (Kartsaklis et al., 2012; Turney, 2014) .
While these methods are applicable only to simple phrases that can be mapped reasonably to a single word, the present method can, in principle, be applied to any type of phrase. This allowed us to build a dataset that extends the current landmark word and word matching datasets in at least two important ways. First, it includes function words, specifically prepositions. Second, it requires the characterization of interactions among three words in each expression, whereas previous datasets had two words per expression, or subsets of the words did not interact in complex ways.
Other important approaches to CDSM assessment include rating the similarity of sentence pairs, determining whether two sentences are paraphrases (Dolan and Brockett, 2005) , classifying the entailment relationship between two sentences (Marelli et al., 2014) , classifying the relationship between two entities named in a sentence (Hendrickx et al., 2009) , and classifying the valence of the sentiment expressed in a sentence (Socher et al., 2013) . These methods have primarily been aimed at assessing CDSM on the full array of constructions inherent in naturally generated language, while our method aims to isolate a specific construction of interest.
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Category Example Adhesion to Vertical Surface "There is a magnet on the refrigerator." Support by Horizontal Surface "There is an apple on the refrigerator." Support from Above "There is an apple on the branch." Full Containment "There is an apple in the refrigerator." Partial Containment "There is an apple in the water." 
The Dataset
A list of all of the spatial categories with examples is given in Table 1 . The authors chose the set of categories to produce the desired dissociation between lexical meaning and phrase category, taking inspiration from the observations of Herskovits (1985) .
To produce a dataset of expressions fitting these categories, the first and second authors -both native English speakers -generated a large set of locative expressions, intending each expression for a specific category. Then all of the expressions were independently rated by the first two authors, and any expression for which the ratings disagreed were excluded from the dataset. In order to achieve a balanced category size, the second author then created additional sentences intended for underrepresented categories. All additional sentences were stripped of labels and rated independently by the first author. If the first and second authors' categorizations did not match, the sentence was not added to the dataset. The dataset contains 500 sentences in total with 100 sentences per category. There is a large amount of lexical variety in the set, with 242 distinct words occurring in noun position one and 213 occurring in noun position two. The dataset is publicly available for download at www.princeton.edu/ ∼ swritter.
Evaluation Setup
Classification among the five categories was performed using a naive Bayes classifier. Two of the categories contained "in" as the preposition in all sentences while the other three contained "on" in all sentences. To be certain that the held out sentences on which the classifier was tested did not contain even a single category-informative noun, we operationally defined informativeness and relegated all sentences with an informative noun to the training set. A noun was deemed informative if it both occurred more than once in the entire data set and it occurred more frequently in one category than in any other. This criterion yielded a set of 80 sentences with no informative nouns, and a set of 420 sentences with at least one informative noun. By this method, we ensured that no component of the models' classification accuracy on the test set is due to the recognition of individual nouns.
In addition to the CDSM, we included two nondistributional models for comparison. The first, referred to as word overlap, consists of a binary feature vector containing one feature per vocabulary item. This model's performance provides an upper-bound on the performance that a model can achieve given only the distribution of word tokens in the training set. The second model, inspired by Srikumar and Roth (2013) , contains binary features for Wordnet hypernyms (up to 4 levels) of each sense of the noun and a binary feature for each preposition. This model's score provides an indication of the amount of task-relevant information contained in the taxonomic features of individual words.
We compared CDSM to a further control that consisted of the concatenation of the word vectors. The concatenated vectors contain a complete representation of all of the individual word information, so that any performance the CDSM can achieve above the concatenation score can be attributed to semantic interaction information contained in the parameters of the CDSM. 1 1 One other experiment we considered was to test the models on the dataset phrases with prepositions removed. However, LF and PLF are undefined for such an input, and the element-wise models trivially perform better with the preposition included because the preposition is the only word that is not stripped of informativeness by design of the task. As such, we excluded this experiment from this report.
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Compositional Distributional Models
We compared six models that are currently prominent in the CDSM literature: addition, multiplication (Mitchell and Lapata, 2008) , lexical function (LF) (Coecke et al., 2010) , practical lexical function (PLF) (Paperno et al., 2014) , full additive (FA) (Guevara, 2010; Zanzotto et al., 2010) , and the recursive auto-encoder (RAE) (Socher et al., 2011) .
The training data for LF, PLF, and FA was the UKWAC+Wikipedia+BNC 2.8 billion word corpus. In training LF, we followed Grefenstette et al. (2013) , employing a two-step training regime using corpus-extracted vectors for noun-preposition-noun combinations to estimate matrices of corresponding prepositional phrases, which were in turn used to estimate a three-way tensor of each preposition. For PLF and FA, we learned separate matrices for combining prepositions with each of the two nouns in the construction, using corpus-based vectors of prepositional phrases for training preposition-noun combination. For training composition of the head noun with the prepositional phrase, we used corpusextracted noun+preposition (for lexical matrices in PLF) or attributive adjective+noun (for attributive construction in FA) vectors. Phrase vectors for training were built as DISSECT 'peripheral' spaces from phrase cooccurrence data in the count models. In the predict models, phrase vectors were learned along with word vectors in one pass, feeding all phrases of the relevant type as single tokens.
The RAE vectors were computed using Socher et al.'s implementation which is trained on a 150K sentence subset of the NYT and AP sections of the Gigaword corpus.
For all compositional models, we used as input two varieties of word level representations: cooccurrence based (Turney et al., 2010 ) and neural language model (Mikolov et al., 2013) . Following Baroni et al. (2014b) , we will refer to these variants as count and predict models respectively. Both word models were trained on the same corpus as those used to train the compositional models. Count was based on a 5 word window weighted with positive PMI and was reduced to 300 dimensions via SVD, while predict was based on a 5 word window using Mikolov's continuous bag of words approach with negative sampling (Mikolov et al., 2013) . These parameters were based on their strong performance in the systematic evaluation by Baroni et al. (2014b) . Socher et al.'s RAE implementation composes neural language model vectors described by Collobert and Weston (2008) and supplied by Turian et al. (2010) . For comparison with the RAE, we report results for addition, multiplication, and concatenation of these same embeddings.
Results
The naive Bayes accuracy scores for all models are displayed in Figure 1 . Addition, PLF, and the RAE each substantially outperformed concatenation, indicating that these models' vectors contain informa-tion about the semantic interactions between phrase constituents. Addition scored higher than PLF, while the RAE achieved comparable performance to its additive counterpart. In all cases except FA in which predict and count vectors were compared, predict achieved a higher score. This last result shows that the superiority of predict vectors documented by Baroni et al. (2014b) extends to their use in compositional models.
All of the models performed well above chance accuracy of 0.2. The Wordnet based model achieved accuracy substantially above word overlap using hypernym information, indicating that although each noun is uninformative, its membership in higher level semantic categories is informative. All of the distributional models outperform the nondistributional models, except for LF and FA, which also fail to outperform concatenations of their input vectors. One explanation for the poor performance of LF and FA is that the 2.8B word corpus used to train them did not have sufficient relevant information to specify their large sets of parameters. This explanation is supported by the fact that PLF, a model designed as a parameter-reduced version of LF, performs well.
Discussion
The most important finding of this study is that, even on a test painstakingly designed to exclusively assess composition, vector addition matches or outperforms sophisticated CDSM. This finding implies that the structure of distributional vector spaces admits the effective use of addition for modeling complex interactions between meanings. This suggests that future work should be concerned with understanding the properties of distributional vector spaces that make this possible, as well as with understanding how these properties can be leveraged by sophisticated models.
A further contribution of this work is that it serves as a proof-of-concept for a new method for dissociating the influences of lexical and compositional influences on CDSM performance. Future work can extend this approach by finding alternatives to locative expressions in order to test a wider variety of constructions. More immediately, future work may improve the locative expressions dataset by using crowdsourcing to obtain naive participant ratings to corroborate the expert ratings and to increase the size of the dataset.
